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With the development and popularity of smart devices, streaming data is continually generated at the network's

edge. Under those edge scenarios, it takes high latency to process the streaming data by cloud computing. And

uploading the rawdata to cloud servers by networks faces data privacy issues. Streaming edge computing provides

an opportunity to ill the gap between the real-time process and data privacy protection by conducting the major

computing at the edge of networkswhere the streaming data is generated. In the paper, wepropose andbuild SCCS,

a Streaming data Cooperative Computing System suitable for an edge environment. This system (i) cooperatively

conducts data analysis tasks on several servers at the edge of network topology; (ii) utilizes the geographically

distributed data set; and (iii) protects data privacy and data value. A case study of analyzing real shared bicycle

distribution demonstrates how edge nodes servers cooperate with others to process streaming data on real-time.

© 2019 The Author(s). Published by TAF Publishing.

I. INTRODUCTION

Due to the explosive growth of data producers and con-

sumers, next generation computing paradigm will be

shifted in order to solve the processing and storing issues

caused by the rapid increase of big data. At present central-

ized computing paradigm such as cloud computing could

provide the computation and storage resources, which has

beenwildly used in big data business system. Analyzing and

processing the streaming data in cloud computing environ-

ment, the common approach is to upload full amount raw

data to the cloud data center, which entails transmission

over networks, and conduct the computing task using the

cloud resources. However, this kind of computing paradigm

faces two limitations: (i) large amount of bandwidth is need

to upload the burst in the amount of data generated at the

network edge by an increasing number of connected de-

vices, which may cause high latency; (ii) with the contin-

uous reinement of data granularity and increment of data

value, data owners have business interests and data privacy

concerns and refuse to implement real-time streaming data

processing by uploading the full amount raw data.

Not only cloud computing can process streaming big data.

Decentralized computing paradigm has stepped into re-

searchers’ views, which is represent by fog computing [1, 2]

and edge computing [3, 4]. A fog layer consisting of fog

nodes is set between the cloud and the edge in fog comput-

ing environment. The fognodes can completemost comput-

ing tasks instead of the cloud nodes and make computing

power closer to data set. Nearby services are provided to

end users according to the topology of edge networkswhich

data privacy issues is partly protected by uploading less raw

data on networks. Then researchers proposed a new com-

putational model called edge computing, which consist of

the cloud nodes and the edge nodes. The edge nodes where

the data sets are stored conduct the computing tasks un-

der the supervising and scheduling of the cloud nodes. In

edge computing environment, raw data is processed locally

which makes full use of resource in edge nodes. And less

raw data transmitted over the network means less risk of

data privacy leakage.
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Fig. 1. Architecture of fog computing and cloud computing

In edge computing environment, analyzing streaming data

generated and stored dispersedly faces the challenge of col-

lectively conducting the computing on several edge nodes.

As a key technology in edge computing, cooperative com-

puting consists of task decomposition and result combina-

tion. In cloud computing environment, the full amount of

raw data and the computing power needed in processing

task are in cloud servers, and only task decomposition ori-

ented to work low needed to be concerned. However, be-

cause data set and computing resource are in several edge

nodes of network topology, not only data process but also

the data distribution must be considered.

In this paper, we propose Streaming Cooperative Comput-

ing System for Edge Environment (SCCS) to address the

problem of processing the streaming data on geographi-

cally distributed edge nodes collectively. SCCS including

central nodes and edge nodes conducts the computing task

collectively by migrating the tasks to edge nodes near the

streaming data source, which make it possible to analyzing

the streaming data over edge nodes on real time. Without

uploading the raw streaming data, our system can protect

both data value and data privacy. Central node decomposes

the streaming processing task according to the topology of

data source recorded and schedules edge nodes collectively.

Edge node analyses the streaming data and returns the re-

sult or mid-result to central nodes. Programmers can de-

velop a streaming processing application, regardless of the

number of data sources and its geographical distributions.

In the paper, we focus on the build of SCCS, the represent

and decomposition of service and the approach of analyzing

steam data collectively. A real case study of analyzing the

distribution of shared bicycles on real time demonstrates

our system could process streaming data in edge comput-

ing environment.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The next Sec-

tion reviews the existing works on computing paradigms,

cooperative computing and streaming data processing. Sec-

tion 3 proposes the concept and realization of our system.

A real case study is given in Section 4. And Section 5 con-

cludes the paper and presents our future work directions.

II. RELATEDWORK

From the view of the topology, the development trend of

the state-of the-art computing paradigm can be divided

into centralization and decentralization. Cloud computing,

which is on behalf of centralization computing paradigm,

can provide the computation and the storage resource on

demand as well as the software and the hardware resource

needed in the computing process [5, 6]. Under the cloud

computing environment, the full amount of raw data must

be uploaded to cloud database, which faces the safety chal-

lenge of data privacy issues and business data disclosure

[7, 8]. And single approach such as data encryption is not

enough for protecting the data privacy [9]. As decentraliza-

tion computing paradigm, themost representative model is

fog computing [10] and edge computing [3]. Fog computing

as an extension of cloud computing, a fog layer which can

provide computing resource and services is set between the

cloud and the end users [1]. Both cloud computing and fog

computing can provide data storage, computing power and

services while resources in fog computing locates closer to

end users. [11] stated transmitting encrypted data makes

it unable for fog devices to read privacy data, but does not

guarantee that the Fog device transmits the correct report

to the other gateways. Special demands like low latency and

data privacy can’t be met by cloud computing and fog com-

puting, [7] proposes the edge computing. In edge comput-

ing environment, edge nodes have the ability of analyzing

and storing data like cloud nodes and the computing over

raw data is conducted at the edge nodes. Higher autonomy

and processing raw data locally promises the privacy and

the commercial value in the data. Both in academia and in-
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dustry, edge computing paradigm has been used in mobile

edge computing [12] and smart city [13]. And with the de-

velopment of 5G and IoT, themain feature of MEC is to push

mobile computing, network control and storage to the net-

work edges [14].

In edge environment, data is distributed in several edge

nodes and multiple edge nodes participate in the one data

processing task collectively. [15] propose a distributed co-

operative computing model for embedded system. And

the model can schedule the distributed dynamic execution

units to compute collectively. Researchers propose to im-

plement cooperative computing using the approach based

on web service composition. [16] propose complicated ab-

stract work low can be executed by calling several web

services and modeling method and service composition

method are given. Researchers also try approaches based

on graph or machine learning in order to provide more efi-

cient service composition methods [17, 18]. But the afore-

mentioned methods are oriented to service composition

based on work low, issues raised by data distributed over

edge nodes can’t be solved.

The exploitation of big data in edge environment has

coursed the streaming data is generated from cloud server

cluster to end devices. And the locations to cache or pro-

cess streaming data also shift from cloud to edge [19]. Re-

searchers propose a streaming data processing system in-

cluding a data center and several edge data center [20],

which is different from the traditional way of uploading full

streaming data to the cloud. The latency is reduced by pro-

cessing streaming data in the edge data center. In this sit-

uation streaming data is not processed in where it is gen-

erated, data privacy may be lacked even if it is only trans-

mitted in the edge networks. It is common for researchers

to choose Strom as data processing framework, which is

an open source real-time streaming data processing system

which is designed for distributed environment [21]. With

the feature of low latency, fault-tolerance, horizontal scaling

and parallel computations, Storm is used in business sys-

tems such as [22].

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM

Central node and edge node are the core parts of our sys-

tem, which are geographically distributed and connected by

networks. To meet the computation and storage demand, a

node can be a single server or a cluster of servers. Central

node saves the registration information of data and servers

in the whole system. When a data analyzing task need to be

done over multiple edge nodes, central node decomposes it

into serval subtasks according to the registration informa-

tion. Edge node conducts the subtask which only the local

streaming data and computing are used. The coordination

work between edge nodes is scheduled by central node in

an approach of task decomposition and result composition.

Fig. 2. Architecture of SCCS
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A. Preliminaries

In this section, we clarify the items used in the system, in-

cluding application and service.

1) Application: Data analytics algorithm andmodel devel-

oped by domain-speciied application developers and the

essence of application is compute source code which rep-

resents the algorithm and model. Application can’t be exe-

cuted without data sources and computing resources.

2) Service: Application deployed in real computing envi-

ronment which provides computing service to end users.

Service is instanced by application speciied data source

and runtime environment.

B. System Users

SCCShas four types of users, applicationdevelopers, admin-

istrator of central node, administrator of edge node and end

user.

1) Application developer: Experts in a speciic domain,

who develop algorithms and models for analyzing the data

in the system.

2) Administrator of central node: Responsible for theman-

agement of central node while reviewing data and services

registered in the central node.

3) Administrator of edge node: Responsible for the man-

agement of central node while registering data to central

node and deploying services in edge node.

4) End user: The actual user of services provided by sys-

tem who analyses data in the system for a certain purpose.

C. System Nodes

SCCS consists of one central node and several edge nodes.

Central node providesAPIs for data and service register and

supervises the status of data and services. Edge node re-

ceives and stores the streaming data generated by external

business system. For a new service request, central node

instantiates the abstract service according to the service

registry information and dispatches the computing tasks to

some edge nodes. Edge nodes conduct the tasks and return

themid-result to central nodewhere the result is generated.

1) Central node: Central node is at the center of the net-

work topology and monitors data and services in system.

Central node schedules streaming data analyzing tasks col-

lectively over edge nodes. Central node neither conducts

data analysis task nor stores or generates streaming data.

Concretely, central node is responsible for:

Register data and service: Only administrator of edge node

register streaming data in edge node to central node, can

the data be visible by application developers and end users.

Applications for analyzing data can be developed for one or

more kind of data and administrator of edge node can de-

ploy and register the applications as services on edge node,

where is near the streaming data source.

Interactivewith users: End users can issue a streaming data

analysis task through central node. Based on the register in-

formation, the task is decomposed and dispatched to edge

nodes, which process is explained later. Data analysis re-

sults are returned to users through central node.

2) Edge node: Edge node is at the edge of network topol-

ogy where the streaming data is generated or stored and

the services are deployed. Edge node provides storage and

computing resources while conducts the majority analysis

tasks. Streaming data is analyzed by requesting services in-

stead of sharing the raw data, which promises the data pri-

vacy and data value. Functionally edge node can:

Provide streaming data: streaming data is generated or re-

ceived at edge node. Through Nginx load balance server,

streaming is stored in Kaka, a high-throughput distributed

streaming platform. When streaming data is needed, data

consumer get streaming data through Kaka.

Provide service: edge node downloads data analyzing ap-

plication from central node and speciies data sources and

computing resources for the application, then application

can provide data analyzing service to end users.

D. Service Composition

Based on our previous work [23], services can be divided

into two types in our system: entity services and abstract

services. Entity services are executable, indivisible atomic

services running on edge nodes. Abstract services are the

services that are not directly executable. Abstract services

can be instantiated as a combination of one or more entity

services, which has the same data process logic.

Relationships between services include instantiation rela-

tion and composition relation:

Instantiation relation indicates that one abstract service

consists of one or more entity service.

Abstract service := entity service entity service

Composition relation indicates that one abstract service

consists of other abstract services.

Abstract service := abstract service abstract service

Inspired by the service presentation method, data can be

described as entity data and abstract data. Entity data rep-

resents the raw data stored on edge nodes, which can be

analyzed directly. Abstract data represents one kind of data

with common meanings, which need to be instantiated be-

fore computing.

When services are instantiated, the instantiation of the data

are completed. In the other word, an abstract service is in-
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stantiated as serval entity services while every entity ser-

vice is assigned to a data source. In our system, one ab-

stract service can be instantiated serval sets of entity ser-

vices, which means the task represented by this abstract

service have different solutions.

IV. CASE STUDY

In this section, we use real shared bicycle data to verify the

availability of streaming edge computing in our system. End

user needs to analyze the distribution of shared bicycles

in Beijing in order to adjust the number of shared bicycles

in different areas to meet customers’ demand. In Beijing

evenmost cities in China, the bike-sharing business is oper-

ated and managed independently by several different com-

panies. Large amounts of streaming business data gener-

ated in real time, which contains transaction records, user

information and other private data, make it infeasible to

concentrate all streaming data on cloud servers to analyze.

In our system, the business system of each company acts as

edge node providing the service analyzing the distribution

of own shared bicycles. Central node requests services from

each company and analyzes the inal distribution of shared

bicycles. On the one hand, majority computing tasks are

conducted on edge nodes reducing the workload on central

node and the network bandwidth for transmission. On the

other hand, raw data is not transmitted.

Fig. 3. Task decomposition oriented to data distribution and

work low

The process of analyzing the distribution of shared bicycles

is an abstract service in our system, which can be decom-

posed into 3 abstract services provided by edge node A, B

and C. Each abstract service can be instantiated as 3 entity

services: query the historical distribution, query new order

data and analyze the new distribution. And the process is

shown in Figure 3.

Fig. 4. A example of real shared bicycle order data

A piece of real shared bicycle order data is shown in Fig xx.

Due to the business data like ID, COMPANY, COST and cus-

tomer privacy like BRITH, GENDED, the raw data is not suit-

able for network transmission. In SCCS, the raw data is pro-

cessed on edge node irst and an intermediate outcome that

does not involve privacy is upload to central node. Because

of the process of edge computing, the lower network band-

width is needed and more secure the data privacy. Fig xx

shows the inal outcome of the distribution.

Fig. 5. The result of shared bicycle distribution
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V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we present SCCS, a streaming cooperative

computing system for edge environment. Our system can

schedule edge nodes processing streaming data collectively.

Users can deine owndata analyzingmodels and algorithms

to meet their requirements regardless of the distribution

of streaming data. The case study of shared bicycles indi-

cates this system can coordinate multiple edge nodes for

streaming data processing when the data is geographically

distributed. In futurework,wewill improve the cooperative

computing logic over edge nodes expecting complex data

processing logic such as machine learning can be handled.

For a start, we have inish thework that edge nodes can per-

formance the data pre-processing task now. Meanwhile, we

will develop graphical interface for developers without do-

main expertise.
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